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The Rocks in Our Heads, Intimations III: Between Jobs • Tips

A Word on the Trip Diaries and Their
Odd Titles

Loie has always taken notes on our trips; I used to struggle with a

lot of gear and took pictures. At some point she got a small camera
and took over the photography. Before digital photography and
personal computers, Loie and I used to make picture albums for
our trips. Now we’ve gone digital!
As you may have read in the Introduction document and the
diary for Driving Yo, we’ve been taking trips we call Driving the
Stone Age. That’s a long story, but we’ve both been interested in
old stuff for a long time, so we took one trip in 1999, to the Scottish
Highlands and out islands, looking for what we thought would be a
good introduction to the beginnings of Western Civilization in the
Neolithic monuments so prevalent there. We decided we weren’t
seeing the beginning, but that it was fun nonetheless. (See The Rocks
in our Heads, Driving the Stone Age I: Highlands and Islands.) And
we got the Europe bug, so went to Italy and France, sometimes on
trips that were mainly Driving the Stone Age, sometimes not.
So as the trip diaries and albums accumulated, and when we
created a Life List of prehistoric sites, I started to name the trips.
We had DtSAs, and Interludes: trips with few or no prehistoric sites.
Then, I started to write an essay based on our thoughts garnered
driving the Stone Age, and a whole lot of reading. Loie didn’t like
the working title, so I changed it to The Rocks in Our Heads. When
the Trip Diaries went digital, I decided to munge the two projects
by including a serial version of the essay at the ends of the diaries.
So now we have The Rocks in Our Heads: DtSAs and The Rocks
in Our Heads: Interludes, both of which may end with an essay
installment.
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Documentation Notes

In the beginning, Loie wrote out her Trip Diaries in longhand

in notebooks. For our trip “Driving the Stone Age X, The Oldest
Stones” she bought a netbook computer and began to write her
diaries with it. That made formatting the diaries a lot easier!
But there were a few trips since that one where lugging the netbook was less than congenial, and she went back to hand-written
notes.
Her handwriting is beautiful, and I wanted to preserve some
aspects of it. In the Trip Diaries it has a few short-hand style
shortcuts. So, when you see meaning “and,” or @ meaning “at,”
or “w/” meaning “with” you will know that I have transcribed a
hand-written diary.

+

Navigation Tips
These interactive PDFs include…
a Bookmarks List for Days and their individual events, use
the Bookmarks; we hope your device will make that easy;
a clickable/tappable Table of Contents, and;
various hyperlinks.
You may also just page through by…
scrolling, clicking Page Down buttons, or;
right side tapping/right left swiping;
depending on your viewing device.
➧ Zoom the pictures to examine details.
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Preparation

Ever since we could remember, Loie and I had been hoping to

visit Neolithic sites all over the United Kingdom and in Brittany,
with special attention to megalithic sites: stone rings and cairns..
Originally the trip had been conceived as a bicycling expedition,
which we were calling “Biking the Stone Age.” Exactly how we had
come to have this idea is now lost in the mists of time, but there it
was.
Loie had also been thinking for a while that she wanted to find
a new job. She had hired and organized and done such good work
at her library it was more or less running itself. There wasn’t really
much more for her to improve.
And if she did find a more challenging place, she might have
time between jobs, perhaps several months, so we would have the
time we figured we’d need for our trip. At the rate we rode our
bikes, Biking the Stone Age would take almost as long as the Stone
Age lasted. This would have to be carefully planned.
Then, Loie got a phone call from a work colleague.
“Dolores,” said Denise, “I need you. Right away. You have to come
and help me fix up this library system.” It was the career opportunity Loie had been hoping for—she was to be one of two Associate
Directors of Frederick County Public Library System—but, there
wasn’t going to be any time off: there wouldn’t be much more than
a week between jobs!
But she wanted to celebrate her new job, and because she knew it
would be a lot of hard work in her new position, she told me that we
had to take a relaxing beach vacation while she was between jobs.
“We aren’t going to be able to go Biking the Stone Age, in one
week,” she said. “We’re going to go on a tropical paradise vacation
instead. For one week.”
At first, I was sceptical. This didn’t sound like us. But we called
◀
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our friend Richard the travel agent and he said, “Bucky, if you
want warm and sunny you can’t beat Cancun. Easy, quick and
inexpensive.”
So Biking the Stone Age was put off, and we were headed to
warm and sunny Cancun.

(Don’t forget to use your Bookmarks!)
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Day 1: Saturday, January 28, 1995—Departure and Arrival
1015 AM in the air to Cancun, Mexico!
Our departure on Kiwi international airlines was delayed—
we left at 9:45 instead of 9:15 AM. Our f light is a charter,
arranged through Club America, with Signature Support
handling logistics. Kiwi is owned operated by its employees,
all/most of whom started it as carriers went under. According
to our flight attendant, Nancy, Kiwi was rated #1 in the US.
For the 1st time, B I have seats in the next to the last row
on a 727, so we have plenty of leg room plus responsibilities
for emergency evacuation should we have a problem. We’re
hoping not!

Right now, we are being “treated” to loud music on an
intercom speaker outside our open door. Unpleasant.
(Later: but we both fell asleep!)

&

&

&

9:26 PM Mexico time. Warm humid.
We ran into some problems getting into our hotel. Getting
out of the airport took a while too, because we couldn’t find
our suitcase. The sign for Club America, we later noticed,
hadn’t been posted, so we missed our suitcase going around.
(And it got smashed!) When we got to the Western Regina,
we were asked to wait—but told NO PROBLEM!!! Turned out
that the Westin Regina was overbooked, so we some other
folks from the WR from the Omni, were sent here—Cesar
Park. Then, we couldn’t get into our room for 2 hrs—for a
while we began to think we wouldn’t get in at all. But finally,
we did, into a perfectly acceptable room with an ocean
view a small view of the lagoon. We also booked tours to
Chichen Itza Isla Mujeres, through Santos/Caribe Maya. We
had dinner in Spices—a Mexican buffet. Due to the devalued
peso, prices hourly low—our buffet, with 3 beers, was about
$30. Interestingly enough, beers food are priced the same,
whether ordered in the restaurant, or through room service.

&

&

&

&

&
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Day 2: Sunday, January 29, 1995—Mayaland and Chichen Itza
We got up at 630 to meet a bus at 7:30 to take us to Chichén
Itzá (or chicken pizza, as Santos called it.) What a rigmarole—
the bus arrived at 7:45 then stopped to pick up other people
who weren’t ready. Then we went to downtown, to get on a
double-decker Mayaland bus. We didn’t actually leave for
Chichén Itzá until about 9:15.
The drive was relatively boring, because the scenery which
rushed by was unvaried. Had we the time to explore it, it
undoubtedly would have revealed interesting things. One
of our guides talked most of the way, alternating between
Spanish English, explaining what we needed to do giving
some questionable background on the Mayans. We passed
through a small town where there was a street fair tons
of Anglo tourists. Streets were narrow, houses squat, boxlike made of stucco and/or cement blocks. Some had
thatched roofs. Outside of the towns, we saw many people
living in huts at least one cave dweller—a hole dug into a
low bank of dirt beside the road.
We reached “Mayaland” just outside the entrance to
Chichén Itzá at about 11:15—just in time for a delicious lunch
buffet (not). Our guides fooled us, so for a short time, we
were with the Spanish-speaking group. We walked around a
bit, through the houses named after ruins, looking at birds.
We saw red bellied woodpeckers, a mourning dove, a small
bluish bird—perhaps a gnat catcher. We also saw 2 kinds of
lizards, both sizable. We grabbed a bite to eat (great guacamole), then followed Tony to CI.
Tony gave us a quick tour of major buildings, interlaced
with questionable historical information, such as how the
Yucatan was named as such by the Spaniards—according to

&

&

&
&

&

&

&
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Tony, they asked the Maya the name of something the Maya
replied by saying “listen to how they talk! What are they saying?” from that, the Spaniards mangled out Yucatán. Hmm.
We saw El Castillo ( climbed), the main ball court, the
nunnery, several other buildings. Tony said the southern
part of CI was Mayan the northern part Toltec-influenced
Mayan.
The carvings were incredible, but we didn’t have enough
time to explore as much as we would have liked, nor did we
have a map/info at 1st. But, with the hot sun, 3 hours seemed
like 6. There were many things we missed, but it would be
impossible to see everything of interest at Chichen Itza even
over a couple of days.
We went into the visitor center/museum and looked at a
few exhibit posters. B said, “Wait, I totally forgot this!”
He had seen something about the cenote, the sacred well.
He said he remembered as he talked, I kind of did too, reading about the archaeologists going down into the cenote and
finding all kinds of votive objects and human sacrifices.
So now we had to walk out to it. And that turned out to be
an interesting experience.
As we entered the site, we had seen a sign written in 3 languages, advising tourists not to buy goods from the vendors
who had entered the park illegally. So far, we hadn’t particularly noticed any vendors. But on the walk along an ancient
roadway to the well, there were almost as many vendors as
tourists all selling the same wares—plates, painted carving,
embroidered blouses dresses, woven blankets ponchos,
plus kids, men women selling peeled oranges, sodas popsicles. We also discovered that Sunday is a free day at the site.

&

&
&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&
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I wondered if this might be a way to buy a craft, even if
it wasn’t legal. B said, “All these things are exactly the same.
There’s no way these are local crafts.” And he was right—
everyone selling ponchos or cloths had the exact same things,
with the exact same colors and patterns laid out or hanging
up. Oh brother!
We finished out tour of CI with a short talk with Tony,
back at the bus waiting for all the others to wander back. He
told us he wanted to visit the United States.
One more note—all the dogs we saw looked similar—
smallish to medium sized, Tan white, black spots white,
shorthaired, etc.—dingo like, very homogeneous in appearance. We’ve seen only a few cats they are all small. None of
the animals are fat.
After a sleepy bus ride back to hotel, accompanied by Mrs.
Doubtfire, and we were back in the hotel by 6:30. We showered, relaxed, then enjoyed a light oceanside dinner at the
cabana place Sirenita at our hotel, and were serenaded with
“Besame Mucho,” by 3 musicians.

&
&
&
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Day 3: Monday, January 30, 1995—Kukulkan Plaza, Folklore Ballet
Started sunny, warm but rain just after noon.
We are inside the hotel right now, at the lounge bar, because
a storm has come up. We tried to beach for a while, but that
didn’t work!* Hoping the sun will reappear so we can go back
to the beach again. The storm looks dramatic, with black
clouds against surf turquoise water white sand. No thunder or lightning—just wind rain driving sunbathers off the
beach out of the pools. The center of our hotel is a gigantic
chimney with wedge shaped triangular wings of hotel rooms
off of it. The rain is coming down the chimney onto the floor.
(I had what I was afraid might be the beginnings of the
Aztec two-step, but seem to be OK now.)

&

&

&

&

Written Monday night—
The rainy windy weather never cleared off (slowed, but
not enough to return to the beach), so we went up to our
room mooched around a little before going out. We hopped
an Autobus (the prices are great—2½ pesos one way, running
every minute the drivers go out of their way to pick you
up drop you off at your location—a great service) rode
to Kukulkan Plaza because there were supposed to be artists
there—they were fine artists, though, not artisans. Interesting
but not arresting, to us at least.
We walked through the mall—found beautiful jackets
decorated with Guatemalan embroidery. Nothing in my size.
At B’s urging, got a business card to try and write later for

&

&

&

&

* We read that the beach isn’t sand: it’s either diatomaceous earth or crushed
coral or some of both. It’s soft, blinding white, and never hot even in the most
ferocious sun.
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correct size and other colors.
We ate a “chip” dinner at the Fisherman’s Table. We sat
by the open window the wait staff decided to roll down
the plastic cover against the windy weather. It was quite a
struggle—they eventually needed 3 people to wrestle it into
place. B asked for mezcal, but they didn’t have any. Our
waiter proved to be a clown, like everyone else here—he pretended he was going to whip the tablecloth out from under
the plates flatware.
Since we had some time before the “Mexican Folklore
Ballet” (complimentary with our travel package) at the
Up Down discotheque, and we walked back—it seemed
much longer walking then riding in the bus. (Caution—black
water!)
The disco was in the hotel just next to ours. We had to go
upstairs through the King Kong doors (when you pushed on
one massive door, both swung slowly open) to get to a bar to
wait. Looking down into the disco with its round, uncomfortable looking stools covered with cheap fabric, smelling
bar cleaner in the lounge, the ballet to come was not off to a
promising start.
Our 1st drink, a small glass of beer, was 20 pesos, but
there was a “special deal” on, w/ the next drinks half-price.
We went down to find a couple of stools. But once the lights
started flashing around, the music started pounding in our
chests smoke was pumped out into the audience, it went
downhill. Neon colored costumes, covered w/ glitter cut up
to the waist were the fare. We left caught a bus home.
It was too bad, because we could tell just from the first few
mins that the dancers were themselves good. But the hoopla

&

&

&

&

&
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was too much for us.
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Day 4: Tuesday, January 31, 1995—El Rey Ruins; Cancun Town, Rosa’s
Seemed a little more promising, weather-wise at first, so
we hit the beach after breakfast. The weather deteriorated,
but wasn’t awful—what drove us north up the beach was the
group of Spanish-speaking people (Grupo Kellog’s convention) being organized into volleyball, bag races, etc., to the
accompaniment of lots of instructions the final straw, a loud
keyboardist. We walked north, away from the resort found
a spot where we couldn’t hear the music. Eventually, the sun
started to come out a little, but the music was cranked up.
After a short but pleasant swim, we left the beach to visit the
EL Ray ruins.
These ruins are ruins—no carvings left, shoddy reconstruction work, yet still interesting. We paid 10 pesos each
to an old man at the gate wandered around for about half
an hour. We wanted to try to get down to the lagoon to look
for birds, but couldn’t find any route. Plus, B wanted to ask
Santos about our sail tomorrow, since the forecast was indicating that a bad weather system was stalled. Santos said we’d
get our money refunded if we couldn’t go.
After a shower, we hopped a bus again road into Cancun
city, looking for the bookstore described in the Lonely Planet
guide, cigarettes Rosa’s Mexicano Restaurant. No bookstore,
no cigarettes, but we found Rosa’s had a fun dinner, sitting
in the courtyard. One salad, 2 entrées, several beers, 2 glasses
of wine, a margarita, 2½ shots of Mezcal, a fancy coffee
drink, for 233 pesos, gratuity included (we changed money in
town at 5.1 pesos per dollar). There was a mature 4 or 5-yearold girl at the next table, out late with her parents.

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&
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Day 5: Wednesday, February 1, 1995—Isla Mujeres
Sunny, warm, beautiful!
A fun day! The weather turned out to be lovely, so we
packed up ¾ of our belongings walked to the nearby convenience store. B got a carton of Marlboro lights for $10. We
bussed up to the Carousel Hotel, found our setting off place,
got our snorkel gear went into the hotel restaurant for
coffee rolls.
Our crew for sailing was composed of 2 Mexicans—Ramon
and Pepito. Pepito was small did most of the running
around; Ramon was Capt./helmsman. A party of 3 women
was flipped out that they were going on a catamaran, not
a cruise ship, but Pepito soon soothed them with stiff
rum Coke drinks. We motored for a while, then sailed to
a coral reef area for snorkeling. There were several ships in
the area, including one that bumped us. The snorkeling was
great—lots of fish very clear water—turquoise against the
white bottom sand. We used our underwater camera to take
pictures.
After snorkeling for about an hour, we pulled up on the
beach of Isla Mujeres waded to shore. We all hiked in a
couple of blocks to a little restaurant in a courtyard, where
a buffet lunch awaited us. As usual, we got delicious guacamole roasted pollo—but most of our fellow passengers
chowed down on hamburgers and spaghetti! After lunch we
had about an hour a half to tour shop. We checked out
the beach on the North Shore (as crowded, but beautiful, of
course—a public beach), checked out the cemetery—colorful,
above ground, w/ glassed in boxes for flowers memorials.
We walked through the shopping district, looking at lots of
stuff ended up buying the Famiglia Mujeres from an arti-

&

&

&

&

&

sans’ co-op shop. We got 5 armadillos—Mamacita, Ramona,
Mercedes, Dolores Pepito!* Bucky loves his armadillos!!
Says they are Oaxacan style—crazy colorful painting w/ tiny
little details. A lot of the animal carvings were big fantasy
monsters. Our armadillos are more just stylized real animals.
We are hoping we can pack them well enough to go through
baggage handling! So, we did get a local craft.
Then it was back to the boat, for the sale home—lovely fun,
with Pepito serving 241 tequila slammers for everyone generally, just a lot of silly business.
Now, we are showered, getting ready to go back out for
dinner. Buccaneros in town—fake pirate waiters, semi-lame
dinner, but not too expensive.

&

&
&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&
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* I think we were somehat mistaken in our naming the mother armadillo
“Mamacita,” which it turns out is a term of endearment, or, in a slang context,
something like “hot young woman I’d like to turn into a mother.” Ahem. But it’s
her name now. Ramona and Mercedes were two young women vacationers staying in our hotel with whom we spoke a few times. Dolores you know, and Pepito
is the smallest of the armadillo babies.
(Don’t forget to use your Bookmarks!)
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Day 6: Thursday, February 2, 1995—Beach, Cancun
Beach day—1st under an umbrella w/ a chatty woman from
Connecticut, then to an umbrella at the other end of the
beach with a view unobstructed by chaises. At about 1:30 the
hotel guys started hauling out ear blasting stereo equipment,
so we moved up to the pools to try a piña colada at the pool
bar.
It was a teensy bit chilly to sit in the water drinking a cold
drink, so I took mine up to the so-called Jacuzzi. Never did
get hot. After a while, we went back to our “deserted” stretch
of beach for a couple of hours before coming in to shower go
into Cancun.
B bought a woven belt for 40 pesos we ate at a streetside
restaurant named Popeye’s—B had been intrigued by the
sight of grilled meats which turned out to be OK. The grill
chef wore a chef ’s hat, his white chef ’s shirt was covered
with buttons patches. B decided to go back into Cancun to
check out the bars, so I’ll have him describe that experience!

&

&

&

&

Written Saturday, February 4…
He says, I can write it, since we both went out on our last
night in Cancun. We got back to the hotel Thursday night at
about 11:30 PM he decided to go back into town to check out
the nightlife in the convention area. He came home a couple
of hours later to report that in between the streets were dozens of bars, restaurants shops. At Mr. Papa’s, where he had a
few beers, clients customers were dancing on the table tops,
wait staff were blowing whistles pouring tequila slammers
down peoples throats.

&

&
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Day 7: Friday, February 3, 1995—Beach, Cancun nightlife
After one last beach day on Friday (Sunny in AM, cloudy
off on in PM, but very beachable all day) we decided to have
a visit to B’s Bar Area!
We planned to try a bar Santos recommended, for the four
beer system, but when we finally found it (Brucerita?) it was
dead. We walked back to Rosa’s to have dinner, then hit the
bars. After dinner another serenade, plus an attempt to get
us to buy adorable postcards lettered with our names, B asked
for mezcal. A few minutes later we were told, smirkingly, that
there was none. Then another waiter gave us the same story
in the same fashion. We received 2 short Kahluas with cream
as a consolation gift.*
The bars between the streets were definitely where the
action was. We went upstairs to an open air bar got 4 beers
for 35 pesos even though the sign on the wall said 2 domestic—14 pesos. At 9 pesos per ($2) we didn’t argue the 35 peso
bill (tax). As soon as we sat down, we got beers (we asked for 2,
actually…) then started having girls w/ whistles try to get us
to drink tequila slammers. Waiters danced, trying to entice
people onto the floor, which proved unnecessary, because lots
of people wanted to dance. Several of the waiters spent a lot of
time dancing w/ the customers.
Then I got the surprise of… well, not my life, but close to
it. B asked me to dance! We danced for several songs, til the
heat press of bodies drove us off the dance floor. We weren’t
quite ready to call it a night, so we walked over to Mr. Papa’s,
where B had been Thursday night, sat down at an outside
table.

&

&

&

&

Everybody was having a good time, including the wait
staff, or so it seemed. They all hauled their butts outside
at one point to line up do the Electric Slide. From time
to time they’d march through the bar/area banging pie
plates blowing whistles. One waiter got a grandmother up
on the tabletop to dance. But the best performer was the
waiter who danced on the table while balancing on his head a
tray filled with glasses. He danced as he slowly removed them
one at a time, handing them to an assistant. Then he started
stacking glasses on his head while he danced—he got up to
14 before he quit! I could hardly stand to watch him. Oh, and
when someone had a birthday, the staff all trotted out with a
dessert, made something vaguely obscene with it had the
birthday person take a bite—not optional!
And I wouldn’t want to forget the silly Home Video tape
playing in both bars—lots of animals, especially dogs, including the bath-taking snarling ferocious dog—B just about fell
out of his chair laughing to see that dog again! We rode home
on a bus filled with people having a good time in Cancun—
singing—and now it’s 7:30 AM on Saturday time to finish
packing up to go home—maybe to a big snowstorm.

&

&

&

&

&

&

* And yet, on our way out, passing the bar, there was mezcal on the shelf.
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What Good Is it?
It was painful—to me—to see the people in Cancun making
such a mockery of their past: calling Chichén Itzá “chicken pizza”
and dancing to awful discotheque music in ugly faux Mayan
costumes. When we spoke to our chicken pizza guide Tony he was
a serious, curious, intelligent man. Why would he make a joke of
the accomplishments of his ancestors? I suppose it’s possible the
Mayans weren’t actually his ancestors. For all we knew he grew up a
long way away.
And really, we were equally to blame. We hadn’t made any effort
to get a tour of Chichén Itzá from a professor of Mexican history,
and went on a sailing trip and to activities and bars that were
catering to the lowest possible common denominator of vacationing tourists. Taking their—and our—money was the point. But
never having taken a trip to a purpose-built resort, I at least wasn’t
prepared for what seemed to me the incredibly crass ugliness of it
all. Live and learn, I guess.
Loie and I had traveled to such beautiful places and seen such
marvelous things—the world’s oldest living beings!—it made me
wonder about our, as opposed to the people in Cancun’s, relationship to the past. We were seeing the past as a way to learn about our
present, and perhaps what we should do about a small contribution
to creating the future. In Cancun, the past, when it was recognized
at all, was a way to make money.
But the beach was gorgeous.
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